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ABSTRACT
Studies of Generative AI (GenAI)-assisted creative workflows have
focused on individuals overcoming challenges of prompting to pro-
duce what they envisioned. When designers work in teams, how
do collaboration and prompting influence each other, and how do
users perceive generative AI and their collaborators during the co-
prompting process? We engaged students with design or perfor-
mance backgrounds, and little exposure to GenAI, to work in pairs
with GenAI to create stage designs based on a creative theme. We
found two patterns of collaborative prompting focused on gener-
ating story descriptions first, or visual imagery first. GenAI tools
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helped participants build consensus in the task, and allowed for dis-
cussion of the prompting strategies. Participants perceived GenAI
as efficient tools rather than true collaborators, suggesting that hu-
man partners reduced the reliance on their use. This work high-
lights the importance of human-human collaboration when work-
ing with GenAI tools, suggesting systems that take advantage of
shared human expertise in the prompting process.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generative AI (GenAI) has been employed in creative tasks
wherein humans collaborate with AI in endeavors such as cre-
ative writing [15, 42], drawing [28, 34], performance [24], game
design [18], art exhibition [30, 31], andmusic arrangement [36]. AI-
generated content can facilitate the human creative process by pro-
viding inspiration, offering novel ideas, facilitating human expres-
sion, and performing laborious tasks [15, 18, 47]. However, how
does GenAI work within teams of human collaborators? Existing
research primarily focuses on individual prompting with GenAI in
creative tasks, which is a challenging endeavor, especially for non-
expert single users [63]. Yet, the prompting process is vital to yield
desirable outputs in GenAI. How do diverse human teams work
together to overcome these challenges when interacting with the
prompting process in creative collaborative tasks?

In addition to providing us with generative content for cre-
ative purpose, research shows that GenAI tools have the poten-
tial to facilitate decision-making [14, 49] and consensus-building
[53] when they are involved in a collaboration scenario. One study
found that compared with human teams that did not enhance their
coordination over time, teams collaborating with AI were able to
improve steadily [40]. Research into the detailed dynamics of team-
AI collaboration is needed to understand how best to adapt to di-
verse voices in collaborative processes. This allows us to develop
strategies for optimizing decision-making, contribution, and effi-
cient cooperation in teams that increasingly work with GenAI.

Whether we can achieve the best performance when collaborat-
ing with AI depends on multiple factors, such as trust or accep-
tance towards AI [52]. For example, we can significantly develop
users’ trust and increase the acceptance of AI by increasing its in-
terpretability or explainability [12, 13], thereby enhancing human-
AI collaboration. Studying a team’s perception of GenAI perfor-
mance can lead to designs for more harmonious and efficient in-
teractions, for example conversational interventions or systemme-
chanics for increasing the perception of reliability or transparency.

Team collaboration is often required in multidisciplinary cre-
ative tasks such as the example of art design for stage perfor-
mance [32, 33, 46]. Stage design involves artists, directors, design-
ers, scriptwriters, and performers working in a cross-disciplinary
environment where an artist talks with the performer, or per-
former with a designer, etc. The outcomes in stage design have
both visual and textual elements, with visuals often developed
from texts like a film from a screenplay. Art design for stage perfor-
mance provides a case study of collaborative practice where collec-
tive ideation is necessary. Inspired by both its collaborative nature
and the potential of utilizing GenAI during the creative process,
we chose stage design as the task for our study.

We define co-prompting in this study (collaborative prompt-
ing) as a process that involves sharing and discussing prompts for
GenAI systems among two or more individuals. We adopted a qual-
itative approach to investigating co-prompting in creative tasks:

RQ1:What are the challenges teams face when co-prompting gen-
erative AI tools during creative design tasks, and what strategies do
they employ to overcome them?

RQ2: How do individuals perceive the roles of GenAI and human
collaborators in co-prompting generative AI tools for creative design?

We conducted an online workshop where participants teamed
up in pairs to design artwork for a stage performance. The design
process involved co-prompting Midjourney based on inspiration
from the poem ”Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night,” with
an option of using ChatGPT (GPT-3.5). We used semi-structured
interviews to probe each participant after the workshop and per-
formed thematic analysis on the initial coding of this qualitative
information to obtain insights into the co-prompting process.

The results suggest that co-prompting enables participants
to overcome challenges associated with building and adjusting
prompt words. The prompting process remains challenging, and
communication costs within the team may increase. Nevertheless,
co-prompting fosters a setting where participants feel encouraged
to experiment and share their ideas, facilitating more in-depth dis-
cussions regarding creative content and enhancing mutual under-
standing. However, discussions on prompting strategies could also
take participants away from meaningful conversations about cre-
ative ideas. Participants noted a shift in their attention towards
guiding GenAI and selecting its output in an attempt to alleviat-
ing laborious production. They also expected GenAI to provide
more unforeseen inspirations rather than desirable content that
matches their imagination. During the creative process, partici-
pants actively sought their collaborators’ opinions on the prompt-
ing process and the generated output to evaluate GenAI ability.

We then discuss the challenges and strategies associated with
using GenAI in collaborative scenarios. We propose that the co-
prompting process could be a double-edged sword, as it may facil-
itate creative ideation on the one hand to support team collabora-
tion, but also add mental demands of strategic prompting, which
could reduce team performance. Athough users would sometimes
trust and rely on GenAI to complete tasks, they still appreciate and
prioritize ideas of their own or those of their human teammates.

This study identifies strategies of humans working with other
humans in the co-prompting creative process, and explores how
collaboration and prompting could mutually foster each other. We
offer design insights for developing collaborative creative design
systems that cater to the needs of multiple users and suggest lever-
aging human-human collaboration in the GenAI creative process.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Human-AI Creative Collaboration
Recent work in HCI have applied GenAI tools into the creative
process. These studies suggest that AI has the potential to provide
userswith unexpected ideas [34].The tasks include comprehension
and creative writing [7, 21, 42, 62], mixed-initiative storytelling
[58], artistic visual creation [5, 8, 25, 47], audio production [37, 48,
56], video generation [20], etc. One study explored involving more
than one GenAI agent in using ChatGPT to generate a story and
visualize it with Stable Diffusion [22].

The prompting process introduces challenges for non-expert
users who often struggle with how to get started, how to choose
the right instructions, or how to build up and modify the prompts
[63]. Previous research has revealed that artists desire additional
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assistance and guidance when constructing prompt words and
refining details [6]. While visual representations are especially
needed in creative design [64], designers find it challenging to uti-
lize text-to-image GenAI to translate one’s original ideas into pre-
cise prompt words while ensuring comprehensiveness and accu-
racy, often resulting in images of diverse quality [61].

Many strategies have been applied for the practice of improv-
ing of prompt engineering. Prompt tools like ”Promptify”, which
utilize a suggestion engine powered by large language models, can
help users quickly explore and craft prompts [2]. Another tool is
designed to assist with the prompting process through automatic
prompt editing [54]. In addition to these tools, prompting strate-
gies for common users such as ”try multiple generations to get
a representative idea of what prompts return” and ”focus on key-
words rather than the phrasings of the prompt” have also proven
useful [35]. Seeking help on prompting from the web has also been
observed as a common strategy for users [63].

In summary, previous work have shown that users encounter
challenges during the prompting process, which may be overcome
through tools for prompting or useful prompting strategies. How-
ever, most of these findings are based on a single person using
GenAI. Thus, we intend to investigate what challenges, strategies,
and dynamics develop when team-AI collaboration in creative pro-
cesses involve the interaction of other humans.

2.2 Perception of AI in Creative Processes
Previous work have investigated how GenAI is perceived during
the creative process. Participants who often engaged in co-creation
with GenAI described AI agents as their friends or co-workers in-
stead of mere tools, as if GenAI is incorporated into creative teams
[10, 28]. Some viewAI as a creative partner, finding it to be a source
of inspiration that enhances their overall work experience [18]. Hu-
mans do not to appear to be able to distinguish between AI and
human-generated text, indicating that GenAI can effectively repro-
duce the nuance of the text written by humans [29].

Nevertheless, there are concerns about the risks and limita-
tions related to GenAI. There have been raised concerns about
bias, stereotype, plagiarism, diminished creative ideas, and wor-
ries about being replaced by GenAI tools [42]. Researchers have
also indicate that current tools have their limitations and can only
act as information providers instead of decision-makers [27]. The
focus in process-oriented human-AI interaction research appears
to be on facilitating collaboration between humans and AI, rather
than on using GenAI as a replacement for human creativity [61].

Existing studies of AI perception predominantly stem from indi-
vidual interactions with GenAI. In regards to the dynamics of team-
AI collaboration, other questions arise: How will people perceive
AI when another human is in the team? Will there be a difference
in collaborating with humans and AI during the creative process?

2.3 Human Collaboration in Stage Design
To investigate the dynamics of team-AI collaboration, interactions
between human teammembers themselvesmust be considered. An
example of humans-only collaboration in interdisciplinary design
is art design for the stage. Factors like cognitive diversity, shared

mental model, and open communication influence the experience
of designing for the stage and its final performance.

Effective teamwork is critical for the stage design process. Stage
designers are typically members of a design team, which may in-
clude the director, lighting designer, costume designer, sound de-
signer, stage manager, music director, choreographer, and play-
wright or librettist [46]. The interdisciplinary nature of the de-
sign team may stimulates ideation by enhancing cognitive diver-
sity [43, 45]. Stage designers’ work begins with a careful reading
of the script and identification of all the prop elements needed for
the story. This is followed by building rough models for discussion
in meetings with the core design team [9]. During the meetings,
designers with diverse experiences need to reach a consensus on
the general setting of the show, with sketches and drawings of the
stage created to illustrate the concepts [9].The creation of a shared
mental model within a team to build common output from individ-
ual ideas has been identified as an effective method for enhancing
team performance and satisfaction [38, 51, 60]. Open communica-
tion in this process can also enhance creative output [19, 59]. How-
ever, challenges also emerge in collaboration, most notably how
designers integrate their individual collaborative methods into a
design team, and how the design team as a whole works to trans-
late the play from written words into visual art on stage [39].

Reflecting on the potential of GenAI in interdisciplinary team-
AI creative collaboration, we chose the stage design process from
script reading to conceptual sketching as the creative task to study.
The focus of the work is on team-AI collaboration, rather than pro-
moting applications of GenAI in the stage design industry.

3 METHODS
3.1 Participants and Recruitment
We posted a call for participants on social media platforms and also
sent it via researchers’ personal communication channels. All par-
ticipants did not have experience extensive knowledge in working
with GenAI. We recruited 18 subjects (8 males, 10 females), all ei-
ther holding or pursuing an undergraduate degree, with 12 out of
18 majoring in art and design (industrial design, product design,
architecture design, painting), 3 of 18 having a background in per-
formance (dancing), and one expressing interest in pursuing stage
design professionally. All participants had design or performance
background and adequate command of English and were of Chi-
nese ethnicity. Participants were randomly assigned into 9 pairs.
They gave their consent to participate and to have their data col-
lected anonymously. All study procedures conformed to the insti-
tutional IRB guidelines on human subject study, and the data col-
lected was analyzed while being blind to the subjects’ identities.

The participants we recruited were predominantly students
with experience in design, art, or performance, though none had
a professional background in stage art design. This decision was
guided by specific considerations. Our study’s primary objective
was not to examine the application of GenAI in stage art design;
instead, we aimed to investigate the effects of GenAI on team col-
laboration in creative tasks. We selected stage art design as our
study’s focus because it epitomizes creative collaborativework.We
believe that our findings have broader implications and are appli-
cable to various forms of creative collaboration.
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Figure 2:Demographic information of the participants, including group number, gen-
der, occupation, and their art or design backgrounds.The 18 participants were divided
into 9 groups, with a total of 10 females and 8 males. All participants were either cur-
rent students or recent graduates.

3.2 Workshop Design
The online workshop (2 hours) asked participants to create five
or more stage design sketches or references based on inspiration
drawn from the Dylan Thomas poem ”Do Not Go Gentle Into That
Good Night.” The workshop took place on the Tencent Meeting
platform. To generate the sketches, participants had access to both
ChatGPT (GPT-3.5) and Midjourney during the process (Figure 3).

Each workshop included a warm-up session to familiarize par-
ticipants with text prompting, which is the only function that they
used when generating images on Midjourney during the work-
shop. They could generate as many images as they wanted but
were asked to select five works as their design output. Screen shar-
ing was needed when using GenAI, and the whole process was
screen-recorded. Access to Midjourney and ChatGPT presented
challenges in mainland China, as not all participants can access
these platforms on their computers. If a participant was unable to
access these platforms, they were offered remote control access
through Tencent Meeting. On the other hand, if access was avail-
able, one participant in each group would use their computer to
access Midjourney and ChatGPT, sharing their screen during the
meeting. The participant tasked with operating ChatGPT and Mid-
journey was encouraged to actively listen to their collaborators’
ideas during the prompting process. Due to potential network is-
sues, participants may request to discontinue remote control ac-
cess and instead ask the researcher to operate Midjourney and
ChatGPT temporarily. In such cases, participants communicated
their prompts to the researcher until the network problem was
solved. Researchers observed the entire work process of the work-
shop, only intervening when necessary (e.g., technical assistance
or answering questions). Participants were encouraged to think
aloud and share ideas with teammates during the workshop.

Considering the interdisciplinary nature of the design process
and the necessity of collaboration amongst individuals from dif-
ferent backgrounds, we chose stage design as the task as it often
takes inspiration from other art forms. We gave the entire text of

the poem to participants beforehand, and asked them to transform
the inspirations from the poem into a stage design with sketches or
references. We used Midjourney for text-to-image after pilot test-
ing with other tools, due to its easy-to-use interface and ease of
understanding for non-expert users. The way people work with
AI in design is already demanding, so we aimed to minimize the
additional cognitive load during the process.

Figure 3: The three sessions experienced in the design process: (1) A warm-up game
to learn about test-to-image GenAI, (2) Collaborative design with other teammates
using GenAI together, (3) Posthoc interview to gather insights regarding the task.

3.3 Interview Protocol
The semi-structured interviews were conducted remotely via Ten-
cent Meeting with each workshop participant individually at the
conclusion of each intervention. Each interview lasted between 20
and 30 minutes. Before the start of the interview, all participants
were informed that their discussions would be recorded and tran-
scribed. During the interview session, the researcher asked par-
ticipants to recall and evaluate their experiences using GenAI in
teamwork. They were prompted to identify challenges they faced
in collaboration, describe their strategies to overcome these chal-
lenges, and express their feelings when encountering such issues.
Additionally, participants were encouraged to assess the contribu-
tions made by GenAI and their human collaborators to their team-
work and to reflect on their own performance during the work-
shop. All interviews were conducted in Mandarin, subsequently
recorded and transcribed using Tencent Meeting, and translated
by the researchers into English.

3.4 Data Analysis
3.4.1 Semi-structured interview. The qualitative data obtained
from semi-structured interviews were subjected to a systematic
coding process using an inductive approach [3, 50]. Initially, two
researchers independently familiarized themselves with the data
by re-reading the interview transcripts [23]. This process allowed
them to immerse themselves in the participants’ responses and
gain an understanding of the content. Following data familiariza-
tion, the researchers employed open coding to identify and label
meaningful units of information within the transcripts [3]. Two au-
thors who are native Chinese speakers independently conducted
coding of the transcripts. They individually analyzed the data and
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Figure 4: Two overall strategies observed during the workshops: (1) Plot-based workflow: the groups started from imagining the plot for stage, and then filled up the details and
generated images in the following process (this workflow is employed by group 2, group 3, group 8 and group 9). (2) Concept-based workflow: the groups started from building up
the concept for stage, and then generated images and completed the plot in the following process (this workflow is employed by group 1, group 4, group 5, group 6 and group 7).

identified codes based on the content of the transcripts. Subse-
quently, they met to discuss any disagreements and worked to-
wards reaching a consensus on the codes. To ensure consistency
and enhance the reliability of the coding process, regular meetings
were held between the researchers to discuss and compare their
coding decisions [41]. Codes were assigned to phrases, sentences,
or paragraphs that captured key ideas, experiences, or concepts re-
lated to the research questions. The coding process was iterative,
with the researchers continually refining and revising codes as new
insights emerged [50]. Any ambiguities or uncertainties were fur-
ther clarified by referring back to the original data.

After the initial coding phase, the researchers engaged in a col-
laborative process to identify potential themes from the generated
codes. They reviewed the codes and searched for patterns, sim-
ilarities, and differences amongst them [17]. Codes that shared
commonalities were grouped together to form preliminary themes.
This thematic grouping was guided by the content of the data and
the research objectives. The identified potential themes were then
critically reviewed and refined. The researchers examined the rela-
tionships between the codes within each theme, ensuring that they
were coherent and representative of the data.Themes were revised
or combined when necessary to accurately capture the underly-
ing patterns and concepts present in the qualitative data. Through-
out the coding process, researchers maintained detailed documen-
tation of their coding decisions, including memos and reflective
notes [11]. This documentation facilitated the traceability of the
analysis, to maintain the rigor of the qualitative analysis.

3.4.2 Co-prompting process. A user journey map was employed
as a data analysis method to gain insights into the experiences and
interactions of a group of individuals while engaging with Chat-
GPT and MidJourney. One researcher reviewed all the recordings
to collect all the prompting details during the experiment. Prompt-
ing processes were presented visually. The user journey analysis
involved systematically examining the different touchpoints and

stages that userswent through during their interactionwithGenAI
systems. By mapping out the user journey, researchers were able
to identify key moments of interaction, challenges faced, and valu-
able insights gained during the user’s journey from text-based
prompts to generated images [4, 55].

4 RESULTS
4.1 Overall Strategies
We thematically categorized the overall strategies adopted by par-
ticipants into two distinct groups based on their workflow (Fig-
ure 4). The first one, consisting of Group 2, Group 3, Group 8, and
Group 9, adhered to a plot-basedworkflow.This approach involved
first creation of a comprehensive narrative, with participants col-
laborating closely to construct a detailed plot-line for the perfor-
mance. The subsequent stage involved elaborating on the specifics
of the stage scenes based on the established narrative. Conversely,
the remaining groups - Group 1, Group 4, Group 5, Group 6, and
Group 7 - employed a concept-based workflow. Here, participants
initially concentrated on defining the thematic elements, style, or
central imagery for the stage, utilizing these foundational compo-
nents as a springboard to craft the performance story-line and de-
lineate the final scenes.

These two workflows seemed to be related to the professional
backgrounds of the participants, and ChatGPT seemed to be used
more in Plot-Based groups during the collaboration process com-
pared with Concept-Based groups. As demonstrated in the follow-
ing sections, we observed an interplay between co-prompting and
collaboration throughout the design process.

4.2 Collaboration Influences Co-prompting
When collaborating together, participants felt that GenAI could
swiftly produce content representing their ideas, thus quickly cre-
ating visuals of different concepts. Participants sought their col-
laborators’ opinions in co-prompting, indicating that collaboration
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Figure 5: This figure illustrates the discussion between participants P13 and P14 during the conceptualization phase of the design. They did not have a clear and detailed design
concept, but they could use GenAI to refine the details based on fragmented ideas to move forward.

Figure 6: P13 and P14 modified the prompts together through discussions and iterations. The two participants wanted a scene with an elderly father and his son, a young man,
standing together with a sad atmosphere, but the GenAI-generated results always depicted the son as a child rather than a young man, and the atmosphere lacked the feeling of
sadness.

may affect the way participants decide on prompt words.This opin-
ion exchange included discussions about prompt words and the
sharing of ideas about generated images.

4.2.1 Co-prompting to develop vague ideas into prompt words. The
co-prompting activities appeared to provide space for participants
to collaboratively construct prompts, especially for some ideas
that are still in the conceptual stage and challenging to articu-
late clearly. For example, we observed participants collaboratively
fleshing out their thoughts through discussions regarding ideas
from the poem that at first appeared to be simply inspiration (”som-
brous”, ”sad”) and developing them into concrete prompts (”dark
room,” ”whisper”) (Figure 5).

4.2.2 Co-prompting to overcome difficulties in adjusting the
prompt. It is known that participants can anticipate that GenAI
will be able to comprehend their intentions in a manner similar to
human understanding [63]. In our study, participants highlighted
the challenges associated with making GenAI fully grasp their
ideas, noting that it generally interprets only the literal meaning of
the prompts, often failing to discern the underlying intentions or
emotional nuances. P6 underscored this difficulty, stating, ”To uti-
lize the AI properly, one needs to understand the correct methodology
for instructing it to produce the desired results.” Participants found
GenAI’s limited capacity for association to be a hindrance, ne-
cessitating numerous iterations of clarifying and modifying their
prompts to convey their ideas accurately.

To overcome the difficulties in articulating ideas to generative
AI, participants collaboratively modified the prompt words, urging
GenAI to deliver satisfactory output. They also speculated on how
Midjourney interprets their prompts. When P13 and P14 prompted
Midjourney to generate an image depicting a father and son in a
sad atmosphere, they were dissatisfied with the generated results,
so they tried refining their prompt words together (Figure 6).

4.2.3 Communication with AI can still be difficult even with the
help of others. Participants reported difficulty in communicating
in a way that both human collaborators and GenAI could under-
stand one another, highlighting the challenges posed by iterating
prompts precisely within a group. Prompting the AI proved to be
a particularly burdensome task that often discouraged further at-
tempts at iteration. P7 reflected, ”The experience was discouraging,
and I found myself tempted to abandon the task. The GenAI’s lack
of associative abilities made communication both draining and time-
consuming, necessitating repeated clarification of our initial inputs.”
(Figure 7).We also observed that participantswould abandon a gen-
eration attempt after a few unsuccessful trials if they still could not
achieve a satisfactory result. Moreover, participants noted a height-
ened sense of caution when prompting in a collaborative context
to prevent errors that could potentially decrease efficiency and let
the group down. P8 emphasized, ”In a co-prompting setting with
others, I exercised greater caution to avoid mistakes and maintain
efficiency.”
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Figure 7: P7 and P10 tried to give the image “rock and roll” style by prompt ’Rock’, but the Midjourney interpreted ’Rock’ as a stone in the generated image. After trying to change
it to ’Rock music’, guitars appeared in the picture generated by GenAI. At this point the participants gave up trying because the GenAI could not understand their idea.

Figure 8: Discussion before prompting. (Above) P2 asked P11 for specific advice on prompt words before he actually typing them into Midjourney. (Below) P1 asked P8 for further
advice before changing the prompts based on his own ideas. Both P2 and P1 asked their teammates for their thoughts and opinions before finalizing the prompt.

4.3 Co-prompting Influences Collaboration
4.3.1 Co-prompting inspires discussion and leads to testing of ideas.
Participants reported using GenAI to quickly generate content re-
plete with detailed representations, enabling participants to test
their ideas in rapid succession and at low labor costs compared
with manual production. This efficiency appears to encourage par-
ticipants to explore and iterate their ideas with diminished psy-
chological burden. P3 noted, ”The manual drawing process is slow
and laborious, particularly when revisions are necessary. GenAI facil-
itates easy adjustments, thereby fostering a richer ideation process.”
This sentiment was echoed by P6, who emphasized the speed of
Midjourney in image generation, allowing for ”low-cost trials and
errors, and facilitating uninhibited idea validation.” Furthermore, P7
acknowledged the neutral position of GenAI in the collaborative
setting, remarking, ”GenAI serves as a neutral third party on our
team… we don’t need to worry about its feelings.” Thus, the incorpo-
ration of GenAI into the team appears to encourage participants
to experiment and iterate their ideas, aiding individuals in materi-
alizing and refining their concepts to achieve favorable results.

4.3.2 Participants wanted to hear more from their teammates in
co-prompting. During the prompting process, participants consis-
tently sought to involve their collaborators, soliciting suggestions
and encouraging them to actively engage in evaluating andmodify-
ing prompts collaboratively.This was observed at various stages of

the process, both in the initial stages of crafting the prompt (Figure
8) and following the generated output phase (Figure 9). Through-
out the workshop, participants undertook to further refine and op-
timize prompts based on the feedback received from their peers.
This iterative collaborative process could cultivate outcomes that
were met with satisfaction by all team members Figure 10).

4.3.3 Co-prompting can enhance mutual understanding in teams.
We found that prompting GenAI collaboratively appears to en-
hances the way participants convey specific information, facili-
tating the communication of concepts that might be challenging
to express verbally. The end result is the materialization of ab-
stract thoughts, contributing to understanding amongst human
collaborators. Although GenAI sometimes gave rise to discrepan-
cies in ideas from the original concept, participants reported that
GenAI’s contribution was beneficial in effectively conveying their
core ideas. As P8 stated, ”While the information provided by AI
wasn’t fully aligned with my idea, it was sufficient to convey my
thoughts.” In this context, GenAI appears to serve as a bridge, en-
abling a more tangible representation of participants’ ideas and
fostering mutual understanding in teams.

Participants found that co-prompting allows for discussions
where ideas can be shared and assessed based on GenAI-created
representations. P13 recalled an instance during her collaboration
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Figure 9: Discussion after seeing results. (Left) P18 asked P17 about his ideas concerning ChatGPT’s reply since P18 seemed not satisfied with it. (Right) P15 asked P16 about P16’s
preference when selecting the images, and they eventually chose the one that P16 felt good about. Both P18 and P15 took the initiative to ask their teammates for their thoughts
after the results were seen.

Figure 10: Iteration until mutual satifaction. The prompting process for P15 and P16 showed them dissatisfied with the generated content. Through continuous discussion, they
determined how to modify the prompt iteratively until both of them were satisfied with the results.

Figure 11: The prompting process for P17 and P18 showed conflicting ideas in design ideas in the early stage of cooperation and had difficulty convincing each other through
communication (upper). By using ChatGPT to convert their ideas into concrete text descriptions and present them to each other, P17 and P18 finally reaching a consensus through
discussion on the generated outcomes.

when her collaborator’s interpretation of the GenAI-generated out-
put changed her view: ”When we used Midjourney to generate this
set of images, I initially thought the atmosphere did not align with the
tone I interpreted from the poem. However, [P14]’s insights into the
first image made me reconsider. Had I been working alone, I would

probably have dismissed the set of images.” Moreover, in situations
of divergent views, the GenAI-created outputs seemed to become
a basis for negotiation, offering more concrete understanding of
each participant’s perspective, and subsequently easing the path
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to reaching a consensus. P17 and P18, for instance, utilized Chat-
GPT to transform their individual ideas into stories.They then used
these narratives as a means to deliberate on the feasibility of their
ideas, a dynamic that increased mutual understanding and played
a role in achieving a harmonious solution. (Figure 11).

4.4 Participants’ Perception Towards GenAI
and Humans in Collaboration

During the interviews, participants were asked to describe their
perception of GenAI in the process. Participants tended to view
GenAI as helpful agents assisting them with tedious work. Partici-
pants selected GenAI-created outputs that aligned with their ideas
while also expressing a desire for GenAI to provide them with un-
expected inspiration. Although participants prompted GenAI to do
creative work, they voiced their concern that human participants’
creativity might be distrupted by GenAI workflows.

4.4.1 Human is responsible for guiding the GenAI to fulfill the la-
borious task. We observed that several groups chose to assign cre-
ative responsibilities to GenAI, taking on roles similar to curators
who oversee, critique, and choose the GenAI-created outputs. The
majority perceived GenAI as a tool rather than a collaborative part-
ner, attributing this to the GenAI’s incapability to actively engage
in human discussions, comprehend emotional nuances, and par-
take in decision-making processes within the team. In contrast, P9
personified GenAI as a vital team member, noting its capacity to
enhance productivity and foster creativity throughout the work-
shop. This sentiment was echoed by P17, who likened the GenAI
to a consultant colleague offering valuable insights when humans
got stuck coming up with ideas.

During interviews, participants described themselves in various
roles, such as translators (P8), project managers (P8), film produc-
ers (P7), commissioners (P7), and design instructors (P7). They per-
ceived GenAI through different lenses as well, categorizing them
as designers (P8), listeners (P13), secretaries (P2), teammates (P9),
service providers (P7), and design students (P7). Indeed, irrespec-
tive of the categorization, a consistent theme emerged: participants
viewed GenAI as responsible for content generation and laborious
tasks, while they steered the direction and provided guidance.

In particular, participants tended to view GenAI as a helpful
agent that assists them, believing that it increases efficiency and
saves labor in their collaborative work. They delegated tasks to
GenAI over time, showing a shift in the distribution of labor. For
example, after discussing their interpretation of the poem, P7 and
P10 decided to use ChatGPT to extract pivotal words for further
prompting. P7 explained, ”We used ChatGPT to save time and avoid
having to read and interpret the poem over and over again. For me,
GenAI is a time-saving and labor-saving tool.” Further instances of
ChatGPT utilization encompass translation endeavors, materials
organization, and the extraction of design recommendations from
pre-existing ideas or content.

4.4.2 Participants reported a preference for GenAI’s output to
match with their own, but also welcomed unexpected inspirations.
After co-prompting GenAI, participants evaluated the outcome
based on their preferences. They recognized the aesthetic qual-
ity of the GenAI output, interpreted the output, and selected the

best matches to their expectations, iteratively revising the prompts.
”We need to steer the GenAI in generating images and emphasize cer-
tain keywords.” (P7).

However, participants also saw the GenAI output could provide
them with unforeseen inspiration. ”You develop ideas based on your
own experiences, which can lead you in a certain direction; AI could
introduce you to a new way of thinking.” (P8). ”I think the GenAI
has its own preference due to the data they are trained, so the out-
put generated by AI could offer us new inspirations.” (P17). Partic-
ipants were delighted to accept ideas offered by GenAI. For in-
stance, when Midjourney produced an image featuring a ’broken
moon’ (Figure 12), P14 expressed her surprise: ”When we think of
the moon, we usually imagine a round, glowing orb. GenAI’s depic-
tion of a broken moon was unexpected and intriguing, it changed the
atmosphere in a positive way. I appreciate these subtle touches.” Par-
ticipants were willing to embrace unexpected content from GenAI,
even when it did not exactly represent their own ideas.

However, when GenAI failed to deliver the unexpected insights
participants hoped for, disappointment can set in. ”I wish GenAI
could provide me with more ’aha moments’—something beyond what
my prompts specify.” (P3) (Figure 13). He added that if GenAI could
not provide additional inspiration, he would opt not to use it.

4.4.3 Participants perceived the original ideas of humans to be
at a higher category than those of GenAI. Numerous participants
with backgrounds in design underscored concerns about the poten-
tial diminishing of originality and creativity when incorporating
GenAI into collaborative creative tasks. They at times expressed a
preference for maintaining independence in their thinking devoid
of GenAI. Echoing this sentiment, P1 expressed the desire to ex-
press individual emotion in creative endeavors, emphasizing, ”If I
participate in the workshop again, I would want a human to interpret
the poem, come up with subjective feelings. ChatGPT is powerful, but
what it generated cannot represent my feelings.”

Furthermore, those well-versed in stage design voiced skepti-
cism regarding GenAIs’ depth of understanding in the nuanced
field of stage design. P1 found ChatGPT’s insights into stage design
somewhat rudimentary, while P14 criticizedMidjourney’s rigid ap-
proach to the discipline. Moreover, participants showed a tendency
to value ideas from their human counterparts over suggestions
given by the GenAI. Participants would invite their teammates to
comment on and refine the generative outcomes instead of asking
GenAI. This collaborative approach often led to more diverse re-
sults. P15 observed, ”Numerous suggestions from my teammates
translated into outputs that were surprising and innovative.”

Participants tended to trust their human collaborator more than
the generative AI. They invited their collaborator to determine the
validity of GenAI’s output and trusted GenAI’s output only if it
aligned with human ideas, even if they were surprising ones. P17
mentioned, ”If I could find someone to check the output from GenAI
with me, I would think the results given by GenAI are more reliable.”
Some participants expressed appreciation for in-depth discussions
on creative content, a facet that was somewhat overshadowed by
the task emphasizing co-prompting strategies. Echoing this, P1
lamented, ”In the workshop, we paid excessive attention to how to
use the tool and had less conversation on the creative content.”
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Figure 12: P13 and P14 were surprised by the ’broken moon’ generated by GenAI since it was not described in the prompts, but they seemed very satisfied with this unexpected
result, and chose this picture in the final submissions.

Figure 13: P3 and P4 were surprised by the generated images that Midjourney gave them. At first, they did not understand why there was a deviation of the generated image from
the initial idea, but after discussion, they realized that the image could also form a good connection with the design theme, because it matched with the lines in the poem. Finally,
they chose this image as one of the final works.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 RQ1: Challenges for Teams in

Co-Prompting GenAI for Creative Design
and Strategies for OvercomingThem

Co-prompting appears to be a double-edged sword for creative
collaboration. Co-prompting enhances mutual understanding be-
tween human collaborators and enables individuals to get help
from their human counterparts. However, prompting generative
AI remains challenging for novice users. Moreover, introducing
GenAI in collaboration may induce participants to pay more at-
tention to GenAI rather than to the content being created.

5.1.1 Prompting remains challenging in a collaborative setting.
During the intervention, participants encountered difficulties in
verbalizing their thoughts, particularly in ensuring that both
GenAI and their human collaborators understood their intentions.
The incorporation of AI in the collaboration added complexity to
the communication. Furthermore, participants struggled to com-
prehend how GenAI would interpret prompts, particularly in text-
to-image generation. At times, participants felt that GenAI grasped
only the literal meaning of prompts, failing to capture the nuanced
emotions and context they intended.This led participants to adjust
their prompts to enable GenAI to understand their ideas.

Our findings indicate that participants are still applying a men-
tal model of human-human interaction when interacting with AI,
particularly with text-to-image AI. This observation aligns with

previous findings on why non-AI expert users face challenges
when prompting Large Language Models [63]. Participants ex-
pected the AI to understand the context of their prompts, such as
interpreting ”rock” as ”rock and roll” rather than an actual rock.
However, the text-to-image language model may interpret users’
prompts more straightforwardly, without inferring contextual or
metaphorical semantics that humans might naturally apply. This
misperception towards the text-to-image model may lead partici-
pants to rephrase their prompts several times to achieve a prefer-
able generation result, resulting in frustration after receiving unde-
sirable outcomes (4.2.3). While iteration is considered a common
strategy in prompt engineering [35], the repeated prompting by
non-expert users in a collaboration context can be frustrating due
to the lack of transparency in GenAI’s mechanism.

Additionally, participants appeared to struggle with adjusting
the prompt words, which may explain why some participants felt
they were too focused on figuring out how to better use the GenAI
rather than exchanging their creative ideas and having more in-
depth discussions on them (4.4.3). In previous research, when the
music composing process was intervened by GenAI, the partici-
pants also felt the GenAI might hinder the depth of their collab-
oration. They switched their focus to how to improve the con-
tent made by AI instead of having more creative engagement [57].
Moreover, research suggests that a human-AI hybrid team has
worse performance than a human-only team because the contri-
bution of AI lowers participants’ mental demand and gives them
an illusion of success, making the participants put less effort into
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the task [65]. The participation of AI in the co-creation process
could distract participants from their creative interactions with
team members, shifting their focus to how to prompt properly
(4.4.3). Additionally, the output given by the GenAI may satisfy
participants in terms of creating outcomes, making them less dili-
gent in ideating for their own creations in the design process.

In summary, working with co-prompting in teams appears to
be a double-edged sword, facilitating creative ideation on the one
hand to support team collaboration, but adding mental demands
of strategic prompting which could reduce team performance.

5.1.2 Strategies in collaboration could enhance prompting.
Throughout the intervention, participants employed various
strategies for prompting GenAI, including collaborative structur-
ing of prompts and actively offering suggestions. Participants also
strategically assigned laborious tasks to GenAI. This approach
allowed them to quickly test out their ideas and use the generated
outputs to materialize their abstract concepts, aiding in mutual
understanding amongst human collaborators.

The collaboration enabled the participants to seek help in
prompting from their human collaborators (4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Previ-
ous research has found that when non-expert users prompt GenAI
tools individually, they seek help from online resources [63]. Cre-
ative also actively look for unique prompt words from various re-
sources, suggesting that constructing prompt words may require
external assistance.The human participants in the workshop could
serve as an ”outer party” for their collaborators to request help.

Co-prompting is beneficial not only for enhancing the prompt-
ing process but also for enriching the collaborative experience. As
one study notes, individuals tend to employ AI to handle large
volumes of work when they emphasize productivity, thus reduc-
ing their own workload [1]. In the co-prompting setting, partici-
pants prompted GenAI to reduce their workload and save time in
the team, assigning the more burdensome tasks to the GenAI. Fur-
thermore, participants utilized the outputs from GenAI as a visual
medium to communicate their abstract ideas, facilitating mutual
understanding between collaborators (4.3.3). Previous research has
found that visual representation can reduce misunderstanding and
conflict in collaboration [44]. In co-prompting, participants applied
strategies that utilize GenAI to not only lighten their task load but
also enhance their efficiency in communicating ideas.

5.2 RQ2: Perception towards the roles of GenAI
and human collaborators in co-prompting

Our findings suggest that participants expect GenAI’s output to
fully represent their ideas, while they also welcomed the unex-
pected inspiration delivered.This may be due to participants’ vary-
ing expectations of the roles of GenAI. Previous work has found
that creative writers preferred to retain control over their writing
strategies while co-creating with GenAI [1].We might expect de-
signers to have similar expectations of GenAI when co-prompting
with other designers, with GenAI respecting and adhering to the
team’s strategies in the design workflow. Indeed, our findings
show that participants assigned GenAI to a subservient role in the
design process (4.4.1) and categorized their strategies as more valu-
able than GenAI’s (4.4.3), consistent with the findings on creative
writers. In contrast, a study on designers suggested that they are

more tolerant of GenAI’s output accuracy when they view GenAI
as a tool for inspiration [26], indicating a trade-off between expect-
ing GenAI’s support in a subservient role and its inspirational role
in ideation. It appears that designers evaluate the ability of GenAI
depending on the purpose for using it. Our study suggests that the
role of the other human in the system falls into a hierarchy above
the GenAI (4.4.3) even in the inspiration-generation phase.

Another concern we uncovered was participants’ worry about
the loss of creativity and lack of depth in thinking due to GenAI’s
intervention in teamwork, as expressed during the interviews. Pre-
vious research suggested that GenAI can lower the mental demand
of a high-performing human design team and make them explore
less in a design task [65]. In our study, participants tended to follow
the suggestions delivered by GenAI and missed chances to explore
their design task further, which led participants to reflect during
the post-workshop interviews that they should not rely on the con-
tent provided by GenAI. Also, previous work showed that writers
are more willing to collaborate with GenAI when they lack confi-
dence [1]. Most of the participants did not have extensive experi-
ence in working in the discipline of stage design, which may have
caused them to lack confidence whenworking on design tasks, and
hence more receptive to suggestions from GenAI.

We observed participants utilizing plot-based and concept-
based workflows depending on their background. We noted that
participants with design backgrounds are more likely to apply the
concept-based workflow (4.1). However, the plot-based workflow
we observed is closer to the actual workflow of stage designers:
they should read the script first and then identify all elements
needed for the stage [9]. Previous work has shown that undergrad-
uates in architecture and industrial design are more likely than
design Ph.D. candidates to not plan the design process in advance
[16]. Thus we speculate that participants’ actions in the workshop
could be influenced by their educational background.

One phenomenon we observed was participants’ anthropomor-
phization of the GenAI (4.4.1). Some participants viewed GenAI in
a more passive position (as a service provider), while others saw it
in a more active role (as a teammate). Based on a previously pub-
lished work, when individuals co-create with GenAI, they cycle
between two states: highly engaging with GenAI and accepting its
suggestions (Co-Creative Agentive Flow), or viewing GenAI as a
tool to support their creation (Tool-Supported Creative Flow) [28].
Most participants perceived GenAI as guided by humans to create
content, indicating a predominant experience of Tool-Supported
Creative Flow in the co-prompting process. Nonetheless, they also
accepted unexpected inspiration fromGenAI throughout thework-
shop, showing that Co-Creative Agentive Flow exists in the co-
prompting process. We speculate that the workshop design led
participants to rely more on Tool-Supported Creative Flow: GenAI
only responded when participants collectively decided to prompt
it, positioning GenAI passively from the start. This is also sup-
ported by a participant (P18) who considers GenAI a tool that can-
not actively join the discussion and decision-making process in
their team. Furthermore, our observations indicated that partici-
pants tended to trust their human collaborators more than GenAI
(4.4.3) and sought to have deeper discussions on creative ideas
with humans collaborators only (4.3.2), suggesting a preference for
more creative engagement with human collaborators over GenAI.
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5.3 Design Implications
To optimize GenAI’s effectiveness in creative collaborations, fu-
ture systems should facilitate more human-like interactions and
ensure non-expert users have accurate perceptions of GenAI’s ca-
pabilities. Thus, users can focus more on actively discussing their
creative ideas with human collaborators instead of being side-
tracked by the complexities of using GenAI. We also suggest adapt-
ing GenAI to different stages of the collaborative design process,
such as brainstorming and testing. For instance, during brainstorm-
ing, GenAI could producemore varied outputs to spark inspiration,
actively participating in discussions rather than merely respond-
ing when prompted. In the concept validation stage, GenAI should
more precisely mirror users’ intentions in the way they want to
visualize their ideas, aiding them in effectively communicating to
their human colleagues. A scenario-specific GenAI system would
enhance team creativity and efficiency, guiding them through chal-
lenging moments while maintaining human ingenuity.

Furthermore, in designing future GenAI systems for collabora-
tive creativity, we must consider the team members’ performance
to tailor interactions. Our work shows that less confident users
are likely to embrace GenAI’s suggestions, potentially leading to
greater reliance on GenAI. However, users highly value their col-
laborators’ ideas, so systems should offer users opportunities for
reflection, aiming to decrease their dependency on GenAI.

5.4 Limitations
5.4.1 Online collaboration setting. One limitation is the exclusive
use of an online collaboration setting, potentially influencing dy-
namics and outcomes compared to offline scenarios. When partic-
ipants in our study worked with each other, usually one designer
was the person entering the prompts while the other designer con-
tributed. In real-world environments, this type of work is likely to
have greater affordance for the other human when they are work-
ing offline together. This suggests that if the task is carried out of-
fline, participants may value the human participants even further
and limit the role of the GenAI to be a supporter. It is also possible
that online and offline strategies are similar, given that one person
would be in charge of the actual entering of prompt in both cases.
However, we envision in offline cases that the prompt entering
may be switched between the participants more frequently, giving
the GenAI a greater data-entry and visualization role.

5.4.2 Language and cultural nuances. GenAI models we used for
this study were trained on English language data, while partici-
pants were native Chinese speakers, even though they performed
the prompting in English. This mismatch may introduce linguistic
and cultural nuances impacting the interpretation and generation
of GenAI content. Exploring AI models specifically trained on Chi-
nese language data could address this limitation and answer ques-
tions about whether the primary language of humans and GenAI
must match for effective engagement to occur. This also suggest
that some of the differences in perception of the other humans
and GenAI in our study could be due to subtler language issues.

5.4.3 Lack of control study of interaction without GenAI. Our task
put humans in pairs with GenAI to co-prompt together. However,
whatwould happen if noGenAIwere present and the humanswere

simply designing as a team? Related works in collaborative design
have shown that in such interdisciplinary contexts, trust and com-
munication are key themes of varied styles of collaboration [44].
However, probing what happens when humans collaborate with
humans would somewhat reproduce existing literature, and does
not tell us about the emerging case of AI-supported creativity. We
do not claim that co-prompting is necessary for any particular type
of observed engagement, but rather that co-prompting can lead
to certain types of engagement with, and perception of, GenAI. A
study that does not use GenAI would not tell us how that engage-
ment goes because it would not be studying a team’s interaction
with GenAI.Thus, we have focused here on patterns of interactions
and perceptions that teamwork with GenAI can lead to.

5.4.4 Homogeneity of participant characteristics. Participants in
the study shared similar demographic characteristics, such as age
around 20 and being university students, limiting the generalizabil-
ity of findings to a broader population. It is possible that those of
older demographics without as much experience with technology
would perceive GenAI agents differently, such as treating them as
experts, or rather mistrusting them. Future research should aim
to include participants with diverse backgrounds and expertise to
obtain a more complete understanding across the population.

5.4.5 Limited team size and generalizability. The small team size
of two members may not fully capture the complexities of larger
teams, limiting the generalizability of findings to larger teams or
real-world settings with more individuals. We may find that when
dealing with larger teams, the human collaboration element be-
comes much more intertwined and difficult to disentangle on its
own, and that collaborative prompting may be relegated to one in-
dividual. Thus differences in the team size may either enhance or
reduce the reliance on prompting of GenAI. A proper study of the
subject would involve giving team tasks that rely on multiple par-
ties to accomplish and allowing them to work with GenAI either
separately or with a single system.

5.4.6 Generalizability to other tasks. The use of a specific task (in-
spired by a poem to design for the stage) may not represent the
range of tasks in human-AI teamwork. The findings and insights
gained from our study should be interpretedwithin the context of a
creative task that involves image generation based on textual inspi-
ration. For example, a purely storytelling task may put the GenAI
with a more equal footing with the human because they are both
conversational agents. It may also create a greater divide between
use of GenAI and teamwork because the task may be more engag-
ing for the humans to discuss amongst themselves. Our study is
thus specifically applicable to mostly text and image generation
design tasks in pairs. However, we believe some of the results of
GenAI perception and workflow processes may apply to design
tasks in general, depending on the level of engagement.

5.4.7 Content analysis and analysis methods. In our studies, we
mainly used qualitative approaches to analyze the data from the in-
terviews and workshop recordings. Other dimensions of data that
can provide insight include the content of what is being produced,
looking at specific properties like colors and arrangements that
may hint at how GenAI and humans effectively designed the out-
comes visually. We may also analyze the prompting text written
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and compare the phrases and word choices that people used with
each other during the engagement vs. those used to co-prompt
with GenAI. These verbal behavior patterns may provide clues as
to how people perceive collaboration vs. co-prompting.

6 CONCLUSION
Our study explored the interplay between co-prompting and col-
laboration, and how teams perceive GenAI in the team-AI creative
collaboration process. To observe the collaboration dynamics, we
designed an intevervention based on art design for stage perfor-
mance and paired students and designers with performance and
design backgrounds to work collaboratively with GenAI.

Our findings suggest that the involvement of GenAI in team-
work for creative tasks could be a double-edged sword for team
performance. While GenAI can facilitate both the creative process
and consensus-building, it can also introduce challenges in commu-
nication and strategic prompting. We also found that participants
tend to prioritize ideas and suggestions from human collaborators
over those from GenAI, suggesting a hierarchy of priority within
the team-AI collaboration.

This work illustrates the importance of human-human collabo-
ration when working with GenAI tools. While GenAI can enhance
efficiency and provide inspiration, it is most effective when inte-
grated into a collaborative framework that harnesses perspectives
and abilities of humans. These findings provide practical guidance
to researchers and practitioners involved in developing collabora-
tive design tools in other domains. It highlights the value of under-
standing human-human collaboration in the context of GenAI.
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